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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preface: Identifying Grand Challenges 

A global and multidisciplinary community of stakeholders came together in March 2018 to 
identify, scope, and prioritize a common vision for specific grand research challenges related to 
the fields of information science and scholarly communications. The participants included 
domain researchers in academia, practitioners, and those who are aiming to democratize 
scholarship. An explicit goal of the summit was to identify research needs related to barriers in 
the development of scalable, interoperable, socially beneficial, and equitable systems for 
scholarly information; and to explore the development of non-market approaches to governing 
the scholarly knowledge ecosystem. 

To spur discussion and exploration, grand challenge provocations were suggested by 
participants and framed into one of three sections: scholarly discovery, digital curation and 
preservation, and open scholarship. A few people participated in three segments, but most only 
attended discussions around a single topic.  

To create the guest list of desired participants within our three workshop target areas we invited 
a distribution of expertise providing diversity across several facets. In addition to having 
expertise in the specific focus area, we aimed for the participants in each track to be diverse 
across sectors, disciplines, and regions of the world. Each track had approximately 20-25 
people from different parts of the world—including the United States, European Union, South 
Africa, and India. Domain researchers brought perspectives from a range of scientific 
disciplines, while practitioners brought perspectives from different roles (drawn from 
commercial, non-profit, and governmental sectors). Notwithstanding, we were constrained by 
our social networks, and by the location of the workshop in Cambridge, Massachusetts— and 
most of the participants were affiliated with US and European institutions.  

During our discussions, it quickly became clear that the grand challenges themselves cannot be 
neatly categorized into discovery, curation and preservation, and open scholarship—or even, for 
that matter, limited to library science and information sciences. Several cross-cutting themes 
emerged, such as a strong need to include underrepresented voices and communities outside 
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of mainstream publishing and academic institutions, a need to identify incentives that will 
motivate people to make changes in their own approaches and processes toward a more open 
and trusted framework, and a need to identify collaborators and partners from multiple 
disciplines in order to build strong programs.  

The discussions were full of energy, insights, and enthusiasm for inclusive participation—and 
concluded with a desire for a global call to action to spark changes that will enable more 
equitable and open scholarship. Some important and productive tensions surfaced in our 
discussions, particularly around the best paths forward on the challenges we identified. On 
many core topics, however, there was widespread agreement among participants, especially on 
the urgent need to address the exclusion of knowledge production and access of so many 
people around the globe, and the troubling over-representation in the scholarly record of white, 
male, English-language voices. Ultimately, all agreed that we have an obligation to better enrich 
and greatly expand this space so that our communities can be catalysts for change.  

1.2 Organization of This Report 

While the spirit and intent of the workshop is present, this report is not intended to be a 
summary of the March 2018 workshop discussions, nor a research agenda for a single 
institution. Instead, it draws attention to areas where a systematic community research agenda 
and coordinated leadership have the potential to create a broad impact. In doing this, we seek 
to catalyze the advancement of knowledge management and scholarly communications 
globally, and across disciplines, by charting specific challenges and by identifying innovative, 
interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, and collaborative research agendas to solve them. 

In particular, this report describes a vision for a more inclusive, open, equitable, and sustainable 
future for scholarship; characterizes the central technical, organizational, and institutional 
barriers to this future; describes the areas research needs to advance this future; and identifies 
several targeted “grand challenge” research problems for knowledge generation. These “grand 
challenges” are fundamental research problems with broad applications, whose solutions are 
potentially achievable within the next decade.  

We conclude the report with recommendations for concrete actions to advance scholarship. We 
call for academics, funders, knowledge creators, knowledge stewards, policy makers, and 
educators to embrace these grand challenges, ignite changes in their own areas of research 
and practice to impact an information science and scholarly communications research agenda 
that will be: globally inclusive, open for access and participation, and promoting sustainable 
organizations and a durable scholarly record. 
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2 TOWARDS A MORE INCLUSIVE, OPEN, 
EQUITABLE, AND SUSTAINABLE SCHOLARLY 

KNOWLEDGE ECOSYSTEM 
2.1 Vision 

Despite the contested promise of internet technologies for accessibility and democratization,2 
today’s scholarly knowledge ecosystem and information sharing environments are plagued by 
exclusion; inequity; inefficiency; elitism; increasing costs; lack of interoperability; absence of 
sustainability and/or durability; promotion of commercial rather than public interests; opacity 
rather than transparency; hoarding rather than sharing; and myriad barriers at individual and 
institutional levels to access and participation. Despite, or perhaps because of, the range of 
perspectives represented, the summit participants agreed that our common vision was of a 
global information environment that ensures durable, open,3 equitable, and meaningful global 
access to knowledge consumption and creation in its many forms. 

Such a vision requires the centering of knowledge-producing communities around the world into 
a global network of partnerships where we all work toward a more inclusive, equitable, 
trustworthy, and sustainable scholarly knowledge ecosystem—and a durable scholarly record 
and evidence base.4 The vision is to create a powerful infrastructure to support local 
communities and organizations where people can create, share, evaluate, learn from, and 
interpret information on both small and large scales without barriers, or fear for lost knowledge, 
in order to support ongoing scholarship. Achieving this vision will require focusing not only on 
extant systems and processes of knowledge sharing and production, and on recognizing how 
some participants and forms of knowledge are currently privileged (see sections 3.1.1, 3.11, and 
4.4), but also critically evaluating individual and institutional roles and interests that contribute to 
the current state. 

The problems that plague our systems and prevent us from generating and utilizing wide open 
scholarship are fundamental and embedded in problems of social justice5 that derive not only 
from the consequences of unequal distribution of knowledge, but also from trust, safety, 
security, and “epistemic”6 injustice (unfairness stemming from the definition of what constitutes 
knowledge, who is assumed to be knowledgeable, and how knowledge is transmitted). 
Addressing these issues requires a recognition of the role that inequities in scholarship have 
played in re-enforcing discrimination against people based on their race, color, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, class, religion, disability, age, neurodiversity, or national or ethnic 
origin. 

This notion applies to individual people; different forms of knowledge communities and cultures; 
and the information, objects, and systems that support or challenge them. One could imagine 
that on one end of the spectrum trust, safety, and security includes how people feel with regard 
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to job security or their role in a community, the reliability of data, unbiased and ethical 
algorithms, and stable networks. At the other end of the spectrum is data that disappear before 
they can be saved, networks that are intentionally tampered with to alter an information flow, 
algorithms that are opaque, and cases in which there are people who are concerned for their 
own personal, physical safety because of what they have learned or disseminated.  

Solving these problems requires that scholarship be easier to discover, more durable, and more 
openly accessible—but this is not sufficient. We aim for a scholarly knowledge ecosystem 
embedded with core values of inclusion, equity, trustworthiness, agency, sustainability, and 
durability—in which people can broadly participate in both the creation and definition of 
scholarship, and have appropriate control over their inclusion in it.  

Knowledge, how it is shared, and what other people do with it includes a wide continuum of 
possibilities for an improved scholarly knowledge ecosystem. We are looking at how our 
knowledge is learned, conveyed, interpreted, and utilized along the whole research spectrum in 
order to reach a more inclusive, equitable, sustainable, and trustworthy research world.  

2.2 Broadest Impacts 

Over the last 250 years, there have been unprecedented advancements in the human condition, 
encompassing improvements in health, longevity, life satisfaction, productivity, individual wealth, 
and the range of meaningful life choices. These improvements have been enabled in large part 
by systematic investigations to produce generalized, shared, and durable knowledge—also 
known as science and scholarship. (See Stephan 20127 for a discussion of the macroeconomic 
impact of science).  

Despite its deep and broad social benefits, science itself remains surprisingly constricted in a 
number of fundamental aspects: 

1. The benefits of science are unevenly distributed.8  
2. Access to scientific data and scholarly communication, as well as STEM learning 

materials, has until recently been limited almost exclusively to those inside research or 
university environments with the ability to pay and fluency in English.9 

3. Participation in our collective knowledge is limited to a small minority. The vast majority 
of research that gets into mainstream scholarly publications is conducted in elite 
university settings in developed countries.10  

4. Even in those countries, participation in science is heavily skewed by gender, race, 
class, and language—which affect the construction and evaluation of scientific 
knowledge.11  

5. The evidence base is restricted—subjects (people), behaviors, languages, even forms of 
knowledge, and the evidence base in many fields is shifting to new sources.12 

6. The algorithms we use to interpret evidence in political and commercial systems embody 
unexamined bias.13 
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The inclusion of people belonging to several communities at once in the creation, dissemination, 
and use of scholarship is not only ethically imperative, but can strengthen research and 
scholarship globally, and increase the impacts of scholarship on the world. 

The potential for broader inclusion to increase impact is apparent when one examines recent 
advances in social science. In the last twenty years, it has become possible to observe large 
groups of people and their communications in detail and over continuous periods of time. This 
has led to the creation of some of the largest publicly accessible collections of information about 
humans in history.14 These advancements have also resulted in changes in the methods, 
evidence base, pace, and impact of many disciplines in the social sciences—yielding new 
insights and challenging previous categorizations of people and their characteristics.15 

However, despite this vast broadening in the evidence base, our current sources of information 
about people are heavily skewed to online behavior of industrialized Western populations. Even 
when researchers find information about groups outside of this category, they seldom gain 
access to the more complicated and nuanced in-group knowledge and living experience (see 
sections 3.1.2 and 4.4). Current systems of governance for that information raise questions of 
privacy, intellectual freedom, and agency—creating new opportunities to manipulate people for 
both profit and power.16 The social sciences have much to gain from a globally inclusive system 
of evidence and knowledge, and society has much to gain from a value-driven governance of 
such a system. 

There are shifts in the evidence base of public health and medicine that parallel the shifts in 
social science and offer analogous promise and perils.17 We have only started to tap increasing 
gains from “citizen-science”18 in the STEM fields. Given the scale of global problems such as 
climate change and refugee crises, increasing the inclusiveness of knowledge we can bring to 
bear on these problems is both important and urgent. Re-engineering the scholarly knowledge 
ecosystem has significant potential to improve people’s lives now and, ultimately, to contribute 
to the the health and longevity of our planet. 

2.3 Recommendations for Broad Impact  

In order to promote the broadest impacts of research in this area, in service to the vision of a 
more inclusive, equitable, and sustainable system of scholarship, we make the following 
recommendations:  

● Recommendation 2-A: We recommend that researchers use rigorous and appropriately 
transparent methods to consider the broadest possible impact of their work and how that 
work could be used to improve the inclusiveness and equity of the scholarly knowledge 
ecosystem.  

● Recommendation 2-B: We recommend that research funders include consideration of 
the impact on the scholarly knowledge ecosystem in their criteria for programs, and that 
they request applicants to describe the potential for proposed work to increase equity, 
inclusion, and sustainability. Funders should recognize that some impacts may be far 
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into the future and not easily articulated in the early research stages and give 
appropriate weight to distant but potentially transformative impacts.  

● Recommendation 2-C: We recommend that academic institutions recognize their 
interdependence and evolve to reflect a systemic approach to reflect the inclusive, open, 
equitable, and sustainable scholarly knowledge ecosystem essential to our future. 

3 RESEARCH LANDSCAPE 
3.1 Challenges, Threats, and Barriers 

The information science and scholarly communication research community should aim for a 
future: which engages people across the world with true opportunities to discover, access, 
share, and create scholarly knowledge; in which people have agency in their interactions with 
knowledge systems and control over the information that derives from them; and in which 
scientific evidence and scholarship are abundant, durable, equitably accessible, and 
trustworthy. As we work towards this future, we must ensure that the infrastructures, policies, 
collaborations, and practices for research and scholarship that we adopt and support are 
informed by evidence and grounded in research-based decisions for the public good.  

3.1.1 Challenges to Participation in the Research Community 

Most of the current scholarly knowledge ecosystem contains information produced and 
controlled by a small part of the world’s population.19 Scholarly outputs are similarly limited. Most 
discoverable scholarship is in the form of refereed journals—which are dominated by a small 
community of professionals and publishers. This information is rarely accessible to everyone, 
especially in resource-poor regions;20 and access alone is insufficient to enable participation, or 
to promote the recognition of participants who are outside of the scholarly elite.21 As a 
consequence, the knowledge, practices, and traditions of many communities are not 
discoverable, accessible, or preserved. 

The potential impact of broadening participation in the creation and dissemination of scientific 
knowledge is substantial.22 The substantial improvements in people’s lives over the last 200 
years stem largely from broader collection of and access to knowledge, and the many 
discoveries that knowledge enables. Broadening collection and access to knowledge 
increasingly depends on the meaningful participation of content creators across the world.23 

3.1.2 Restrictions on Forms of Knowledge 

Current scholarly outputs are dominated by English-language journal articles,24 and the 
available scholarly evidence-base is dominated by quantitative data.25 Because of this, current 
scholarship captures only a small portion of the diverse forms of knowledge.26 In many 
communities across the globe, knowledge is based on oral traditions, qualitative and 
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experiential data, and other forms of knowing rarely recognized, valued, or represented in the 
current scholarly record.  

One challenge here is to imagine new forms of scholarship that fit new forms of research in 
order to add new dimensions and perspectives27 that are broader than the conventional journal 
article, monograph, and dataset.28  

A second, related challenge is to work on ways to make these new genres for scholarship 
acceptable to research institutions, especially to hiring, promotion, and tenure committees.29 
New researchers should have the freedom to explore and present their work in a broad scope of 
formats and genres that are not restricted to existing norms. It is unlikely that new forms of 
knowledge will make their way into the envisioned ecosystem without the recognition of the 
voices of humanities and non-quantitative social science scholars and researchers. (See for 
example discussions in 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, & 5.2.)  

A third, related challenge is for institutions to provide the infrastructure to support the creation 
and preservation of these new genres of scholarship,30 or to pay for scholars to host them 
elsewhere. Scholars will not want to pour time into these works if they cannot find platforms to 
support them for the long term. 

Many new forms for scholarship and mechanisms for recognizing them have emerged, at least 
as experiments. Many others have been proposed but not yet tried. Describing even the major 
ones would take more space than we have here, but we can point to some of the notable new 
properties that pioneering scholars are eager to try out.31 Some new genres are multimedia. 
Some integrate texts and data, while others are interactive. Some are dynamic and offer regular 
or foreseeable updates; others are designed to grow indefinitely and never reach a state that 
could be called finished. Some are collaborations by dozens or hundreds of people. Some might 
start as projects by one person, or one group, and later expand to accept contributions from the 
crowd, while others start as crowd-sourced projects. Some allow conventional attribution and 
others do not. Some are so large that it’s not feasible to download them, but only to explore 
them in their online habitats. Some have APIs allowing them to integrate with other works, or 
other sources of information, creating hybrid or compound works of scholarship. Some are 
closer to living libraries or to organisms than to individual works of scholarship. 

As proposals for new genres become more numerous and more urgent, the research 
community will have to ask itself a series of hard questions. Which of these are worth trying? 
Which are worth encouraging and accommodating? Which are preferable to conventional 
genres, and for which purposes? How can contribution to conventional genres be made more 
inclusive (see sec. 3.11) and which genres have the potential to promote more inclusive 
participation? How should we evaluate them (e.g. for hiring, promotion, and tenure), especially 
when they are hugely collaborative or too large to explore in full, or when they focus less on 
offering “an argument” for new conclusions than offering new ways to organize or validate 
knowledge? Should research institutions take a position on whether these should use certain 
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open licenses, reside on open-source infrastructure, or become interoperable with certain other 
resources? We should expect these conversations to be ongoing and lengthy.  

3.1.3 Threats to Integrity and Trust  

Both technological advances and sustained democracy depend on the integrity of knowledge. 
However, formal scholarly knowledge generation is limited to small communities, and many 
members of the public mistrust science —directly, or implicitly.32  Research is needed in 
communicating science effectively in increasingly politicized environments.33  

Society is already wrestling with the challenges of ubiquitous fake information and 
disinformation—even with respect to assertions that are simplistic and relatively straightforward 
to verify.34 Research is needed so that individuals, organizations, and governments can detect 
disinformation and faked records, and mitigate the effects of fake information on public opinion.  

Furthermore, it is increasingly difficult even for scholars to evaluate the weight of the evidence 
that should be given to claims made in scholarly communications. Current problems are 
expanding as the scale of scholarly production grows, placing a strain on the mechanisms we 
have for peer review and quality control—which are slow, fallible, manipulable, and 
labor-intensive.35 These include competing and overlapping systems of authority, including 
those run by corporate, state, and non-profit actors; increasing demands on the time of 
researchers asked to supervise and perform review and evaluation (with unclear reward 
systems); and threats from bad actors working at scales not previously possible (including 
state-level actors and automated systems).36 

Much scientific data is not shared, and many knowledge outputs intended to be long-lasting end 
up as ephemeral and can be erased, changed, and removed by politics, technological change, 
restrictive licenses, or neglect.37 Problems of access, integrity, and accountability all contribute 
to the problems of public understanding of science. 

3.1.4 Threats to the Durability of Knowledge 

The durability of knowledge and scholarship are essential to realizing the full range of scientific 
discoveries and research, and to establishing the integrity of scholarly knowledge claims. Over 
the last several decades, widespread shifts from tangible to digital media create imminent 
threats to the durability of the scholarly record and scientific evidence base. Moreover, the 
digital traces of human behavior have expanded far more rapidly than we can collect, study, and 
preserve them. 

The importance of digital preservation in ensuring the durability of knowledge is aptly 
summarized in the National Agenda for Digital Scholarship: “Effective digital preservation is vital 
to maintaining the authentic public records necessary for understanding and evaluating 
government actions; the verifiable scientific evidence base for reproducing research, and 
building on prior knowledge; and the integrity of the nation's cultural heritage. Substantial work 
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is needed to ensure that today's valuable digital content remains accessible, useful, and 
comprehensible in the future—supporting a thriving economy, a robust democracy, and a rich 
cultural heritage.”38 This agenda and preceding work39 have drawn attention to the challenges of 
particular formats, and the need for preservation infrastructure, business models, and 
organizational coordination among memory institutions.  

Durability is not simply a challenge for memory institutions, however. Trustworthy scholarship 
requires that durability is designed into the evolving lifecycle of information creation and use. 
While the values of openness, inclusion, and durability are complementary, changes in one part 
of the scholarly knowledge ecosystem focused exclusively on promoting other value—such as 
the adoption of article-fee-based open access—have the potential to affect the infrastructure 
and incentives for durability. 

Moreover, the lack of diversity in the scholarly knowledge ecosystem results in biases not only 
in what is produced and analyzed, but in what is preserved within the current scholarly 
knowledge ecosystem. We are losing, through neglect, much of the world’s stock of traditional, 
local, historical memory and tacit knowledge.40 We are in a race against time, losing in many 
parts of the world the knowledge that is being generated, as well as the window of opportunity to 
implement solutions to global problems.  

3.1.5 Threats to Individual Agency 

Our experiences online are heavily shaped by increasingly complex algorithms, which are often 
impossible for most participants to fully understand.41 Further, ubiquitous data collection that 
gathers information from broad areas of society into academic and commercial research 
increases the need to maintain privacy, safety, and control, over information—especially an 
individual or group’s digital identity or footprint.42 Moreover, as participation in scholarship is 
broadened, and as digitization enables access to community-generated work beyond the 
boundaries of the authoring communities, there will be a need to honor different community 
norms on access and use of information.43 

Algorithmic discovery and analysis, while enabling many scientific advances, has the potential 
to amplify existing biases and to introduce new, and potentially hidden, sources of unfairness. 
However, despite increasing recognition of codes of ethics in software and algorithm 
development,44 there is no consensus in research or practice over how to define or evaluate 
algorithmic transparency and fairness. 

3.1.6 Incentives to Sustain a Scholarly Knowledge Ecosystem That Is Inclusive,           

Equitable, Trustworthy, Sustainable and Trustworthy 

Open scholarship has been a goal for much of the scholarly community for 20-50 years. Public 
policy has driven requirements for open access to journal articles and for deposit of datasets. 
Multiple stakeholders45 have invested (sometimes unevenly) in repositories to capture scholarly 
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products in digital libraries that are open to the world. However, open scholarship is still far from 
achieving the goals set long ago.46 While a focus on journals and datasets has made some 
inroads in open access, other formats lag far behind. The worlds of music, ebooks, and video 
are tightly bound in a proprietary world, with licenses and digital rights management that are 
generally more restrictive than copyright law.47 

Current structures, policies, systems, and norms do not incentivize the behaviors that will lead to 
the imagined open scholarship future we want. (For a discussion, see sections 4.1 & 5.3.)  As 
open access has progressed, the commercial publishing industry has challenged (and 
sometimes co-opted) open access through changes in business models, copyright law, 
acquiring smaller companies and players, and other actions.48 At multiple levels, incentives are 
badly misaligned to the larger goals of scholarship and learning. 

3.2 Grand Challenge Research Areas 

The overarching question these problems pose is how to create a global scholarly knowledge 
ecosystem that supports participation, ensures agency, equitable access, trustworthiness, 
integrity, and is legally, economically, institutionally, technically, and socially sustainable. The 
aim of the Grand Challenges Summit and this report is to identify broad research areas and 
questions to be explored in order to provide an evidence base from which to answer specific 
aspects of that broad question. 

Reaching this future state requires exploring a set of interrelated anthropological, behavioral, 
computational, economic, legal, policy, organizational, sociological, and technological areas. 
The extent of these areas of research is illustrated by the following exemplars:  

● What is necessary to develop coherent, comprehensive, and empirically testable 
theories of the value of scholarly knowledge to society? What is the best current 
evidence of this value, and what does it elide? How should the measures of use and 
utility of scholarly outputs be adapted for different communities of use, disciplines, 
theories, and cultures? What methods will improve our predictions of the future value of 
collections of information, or enable the selection and construction of collections that will 
be likely to be of value in the future?  

● How can we develop theories and methods that could reliably summarize the strength of 
evidence for scholarly knowledge claims? What are the determinants of scholarly and 
public trust in scholarly knowledge claims—and how do these relate to the strength of 
evidence? What content (e.g. workflows, data) and characteristics of (information 
architectures, organizations, cultures, institutions), if applied, would successfully promote 
trustworthiness and the ability to evaluate the strength of evidence in claims? How can 
the mechanisms for promoting trust and trustworthiness be adapted to scholarly 
contributions by non-professional communities, and applied to non-traditional forms of 
knowledge?  
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● What extensions to legal, sociological, organizational, behavioral, and economic theory 
are necessary in order to create a general, coherent model of a sustainable scholarly 
knowledge ecosystem that is equitable, trustworthy, and efficient? What are the most 
basic theoretical properties that are necessary for a system to achieve these desired 
goals? What are the inherent constraints/trade-offs across multiple goals?  

● What are the drivers for engagement and participation in scholarly knowledge creation, 
discovery and curation? What are the barriers to skill acquisition and transmission at the 
personal, organizational, disciplinary, and ecosystem levels? What interventions would 
lead to appropriate skills becoming pervasive? How do we address the need to be 
facilitative and supportive of skills development, while decolonizing knowledge and 
power over methods, skills, and objects of curation? 

● What are forms of knowledge not represented in the current scholarly knowledge 
ecosystem? What approaches to describe, preserve, and transmit tacit knowledge and 
other non-textual knowledge can be generalized and scaled? How should the tacit 
knowledge that is the subject of scholarly study, or is integral to its practice, be 
discovered, curated, and preserved in such a way that empowers and gives agency to 
the communities from which the knowledge originates without enacting colonizing 
practices and methodologies? How valuable would this be to communities and society? 
To what extent would capturing tacit knowledge in the scholarly knowledge ecosystem 
benefit the social value of scholarship and its equitable distribution? 

● What measures and algorithms are most effective for summarizing scholarly outputs at 
scale? What information architecture, semantic analysis, and computational 
infrastructure is needed to meaningfully link scholarly knowledge across sources and 
fields of study? How can both analysis and linkage be scaled to world knowledge, and 
adapted to its forms?  

● What parts of the scholarly knowledge ecosystem promote the values of transparency, 
individual agency, participation, accountability, and fairness? How can these values be 
reflected in the algorithms, information architecture, and technological systems 
supporting the scholarly knowledge ecosystem? What principles of design and 
governance would be effective for embedding these values? 

● What changes in the scholarly ecosystem would enable sustainable intergenerational 
open access to knowledge? What are the barriers and incentives against sustainable 
and durable open access, and what interventions could be effective in shifting laws, 
organizations, behaviors, and markets, to a sustainable open equilibrium?  

● What are the most effective modalities for sharing knowledge across different regions 
and communities, and promoting mutual learning across community boundaries? How 
can skills in scholarly knowledge creation, curation, and preservation be shared and 
learned from different knowledge communities?49 What are the existing models and 
traditions of preservation and curation from these broader communities, including 
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informal and unofficial stewards? How do these traditions and their trajectories relate to 
the affordances of digital materials and systems, and where are adaptation and 
refinement needed? How can these traditions and models be integrated to transform 
information science and formal library and archival practice?  

The list above provides a partial outline of research areas that will need to be addressed in 
order to overcome the major barriers to a better future for scholarly communication and 
information science. As the field progresses in exploring these areas, and attempting to address 
the barriers is discussed, new areas are likely to be identified. Even within this initial list of 
research areas, there are many pressing questions ripe for exploration.  

3.3 Recommendations for Research Areas and Programs 

Based on the characterization of the research landscape above, we make the following 
recommendations: 

● Recommendation 3-A: We recommend that funders consider developing future 
programs and requests for proposals to address the barriers described above. 

● Recommendation 3-B: We recommend that researchers in information science and 
related fields strongly consider selecting problems within a grand-challenge research 
area as part of their research program. 

● Recommendation 3-C: We recommend that reviewers and editors give particular weight 
to research proposals and discoveries that address these barriers or advance 
grand-challenge research. 

● Recommendation 3-D: We recommend that the participants in the existing scholarly 
knowledge ecosystem—including publishers, tool builders, and platform 
providers—consider how the systems they build can reduce the barriers identified above.  

● Recommendation 3-E: We recommend that researchers and stakeholders actively seek 
out new methodologies, voices, and participation in the design and conduct of research, 
and also challenge currently accepted ways of conducting, communicating, and 
evaluating research. 

4 TARGETED RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
All of the research areas described above hold great promise for exploration. In this section, we 
discuss in detail four targeted, individual research questions, drawn from these broad research 
areas. The aim is to provide a statement of the research question that can be understood by 
researchers and practitioners in multiple disciplines; suggest how progress toward a solution 
could be measured; explain how such progress could help in addressing the problems above; 
and identify lines of research and practice that offer potential insights into a solution. We argue 
that each of these questions is potentially solvable in the next seven to 10 years, and, if solved, 
will have a substantial impact across multiple central problem areas. 
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4.1 Research Challenge: Legal, economic, policy, and organizational design for          

enduring, equitable, open scholarship. 

Scholarship and research are embedded within and shaped by a broader ecosystem that 
comprises stakeholder organizations,50 social norms,51 laws,52 economic markets,53 and political 
institutions.54 This ecosystem as a whole affects how knowledge is produced, accessed, 
discovered, defined, and preserved. None of the major challenges to equitable, trustworthy, 
inclusive, and durable scholarship (discussed in this report in section 3) can be fully resolved 
without an improved understanding of how to design institutional and normative ecosystems, 
how to allocate resources within them,55 and of what interventions are effective for moving us 
towards a better scholarly knowledge ecosystem.  

Research on the challenge of enduring, accessible, inclusive, and open scholarship begins with 
an understanding of the problems exacerbated by its absence. These include weak trust in 
scholarly knowledge claims,56 which remain unverifiable or opaque across research 
communities and among wider publics when the processes and outcomes of research are not 
open, and when disparate access to research knowledge exacerbates social inequalities. The 
pursuit of openness in scholarship, however—especially in access to published work—may 
manifest as a “treadmill” of increasing expenses absorbed as user fees or publisher profits that 
fail to lead to systemic solutions.57 With resources devoted to these costs, investment in 
preservation with durable open access is threatened, even as the volume and complexity of 
material to be preserved in the scholarly record multiplies.58 

Despite common recognition of this set of problems, effective incentives to drive key actors to 
develop and enact solutions seem to be lacking.59 For example, scholarly societies often 
depend on revenue from journal subscription fees to fund various organizational and member 
goals and activities, thus creating a disincentive to adopting open models of dissemination that 
reduce or eliminate subscription revenue streams.60 Similarly, researchers and funders, as well 
as universities, have incentives to see their work appear in the most prestigious publications, 
regardless of their public accessibility,61 even as scholars and society are increasingly focused 
on wider audiences and more reliable accumulation of knowledge.62 Further, all of these actors 
are embedded in markets that do not reward the production of knowledge for social good.63 

These incentives to publish in a narrow set of high-prestige journals may also exacerbate the 
challenges of science communication—which is increasingly important to the reputation and 
impact of science.64 Further, there are weak incentives to develop translational work that brings 
technical content to wider audiences. This work is important to promoting public understanding 
and policy impact, but is often considered outside of the scholarly ecosystem.  

Organizational and technological innovations that promote open scholarship have the potential 
to promote opportunities for broader engagement across research communities and broader 
publics,65 and to allow the use of machine tools for analysis and dissemination of research 
outputs and materials.66 However, tenure and promotion systems will need to be adapted to 
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reward such communications. Further, such innovations pose risks, including the empowerment 
of bad online actors67 at greater scale or velocity and the reduction of agency by data subjects 
and producers (see section 3.1.5 for a discussion). 

Research on open scholarship solutions is needed to assess the scale and breadth of access,68 
the costs to actors and stakeholders at all levels, and the effects of openness on perceptions of 
trust and confidence in research and research organizations. Research is also needed in the 
intersection between open scholarship and participation, new forms of scholarship, information 
integrity, information durability, and information agency (see section 3.1.). This will require an 
assessment of the costs and returns of open scholarship at a systemic level, rather than at the 
level of individual institutions or actors. We also need to assess whether and under what 
conditions interventions directed at removing reputation and institutional barriers to collaboration 
promote open scholarship. Research is likewise required to document the conditions under 
which open scholarship reduces duplication and inefficiency, and promotes equity in the 
creation and use of knowledge. In addition, research should address the permeability of open 
scholarship systems to researchers across multiple scientific fields, and whether—and under 
what conditions—open scholarship enhances interdisciplinary collaboration. 

4.2 Research Challenge: Measuring, Predicting, and Adapting to Use and Utility           

Across Scholarly Communities  

In order to manage information, we must value it. Systems and algorithms for discovery 
nominally aim to support users in finding information that is relevant to their needs—information 
that is of value to them in a specific context. Curation and preservation systems and strategies 
aim to deliver future (medium- or long-term) value to specific communities of research or 
practice. Assumptions are embedded throughout the scholarly knowledge ecosystem regarding 
what information is (or will be) valuable, which communities will value it, and what forms of use 
and access will realize this valuable information. Explicit models of research information value 
and uses are much less common.  

Search and discovery increasingly eludes expert (human) indexing and relies on 
algorithms—creators of search algorithms and discovery systems attempt to predict the value of 
specific information to a specific user within a specific context.69 These algorithms, in turn, rely 
heavily on signals of broad and current use (e.g. clicks, downloads, links), and are influenced by 
the monetary value that can be derived from such systems (such as sales of goods or ad 
placements). Approaches based on these aggregate models of information value are unlikely 
ever to support the systematic discovery of information of value to important, but small, 
communities of knowledge seekers. For example, current search systems will rarely uncover 
previously unused material in the history of robotics, nor the most reliable software for 
estimating models in comparative phylogenetics—even if such materials might hold information 
key to future breakthroughs in the field. More generally when discovery environments are 
developed in ways that favor popularity and profitability, we are unlikely to discover content that 
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is of high intellectual value—but not of high monetary value—or content which may be intensely 
valuable to a small community. 

Researchers and curators often rely on professional judgment, manual selection, and 
assessment processes to decide what information to retain, how long to retain it, what effort to 
expend in making it accessible and understandable, and when that effort should be applied. 
Often these processes originate from a prior analog era when all the information on which each 
organization relied had to be “held” (formally acquired or created); and, in practice, it was 
possible to select and curate only information that was held.70 As a result, these processes are 
often hyper-local and ad-hoc, based on the history of practice and the local values of the 
organization or community of practice making these decisions.71 Moreover, models of value 
underlying our current curation processes have not been updated or adapted to fit current 
realities.72 The absence of explicit models of value makes it difficult to effectively adapt these 
processes to non-traditional forms of evidence (e.g. software, oral testimony); for new 
non-traditional communities of research and practice; or for new types of use (e.g. 
non-consumptive data mining).73 

The development of formal models, methods, and empirical analysis—which would lead to more 
rigorous, reliable, and systematic evaluation of the value of research information—constitutes 
an important, but challenging, set of problems. Estimating the value of information is inherently 
difficult. Arrow’s information paradox states that ex-ante a buyer cannot assess the value of 
particular information—it can only be known ex-post, at which point the buyer has limited 
incentive to pay for it.74 Although assignment of intellectual property rights can address this 
issue to a limited extent, it is very challenging75—and hence markets for information goods are 
generally “thin,” which makes monopoly/monopsony dominance more likely. Furthermore, 
intellectual property rights notwithstanding, the non-consumptive and limited excludability that is 
inherent in properties of information goods implies that any pure market solution will produce 
and distribute information at levels that are socially suboptimal.76 Although data quality is 
sometimes seen as a proxy for value, no feasible, universal quality measure exists—data quality 
measures are notoriously varied, discipline-specific, contextual, and difficult to implement in 
practice.77 

In the preservation of information, diversification of storage and representation is recognized as 
an essential strategy for ensuring future accessibility—and there is a well-recognized taxonomy 
of risk sources that guides diversification strategy. We have no equivalent strategies to diversify 
across the risks to information value. In economics, methods such as revealed preference 
analysis and contingent valuation surveys78 are often used to measure the value of non-market 
goods—yet these methods have not been applied to valuing research data. Similarly, portfolio 
selection modeling79 is the primary tool used in finance to diversify across risky investments but 
has never been applied to the “investments” in developing collections of information.80 Solutions 
in this area would yield models of information valuation that could be examined, challenged, and 
refined; and taxonomies of uses, communities, and threats that could be used for diversification 
strategies.  
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4.3 Research Challenge: Designing and Governing Algorithms in the Scholarly          

Knowledge Ecosystem to Support Accountability, Credibility, and Agency 

Across the scholarly knowledge ecosystem automated algorithms play increasingly critical roles 
in discovery (e.g. relevance ranking, recommender systems);81 in information extraction and 
summarization (e.g. automated abstract generation, literature mining);82 and in the evaluation of 
scholars and scholarship (e.g. detection of plagiarism, image manipulation, or journal citation 
inflation; evaluation of collaboration impact; predicting productivity).83 Moreover, the rapid 
growth in the volume of evidence, number of publications, and scale of collaboration in 
research84 generates strong pressure to rely on such automated systems—the growth of 
scientific knowledge relies on algorithms and algorithmic systems to support knowledge 
discovery, evaluation, and collaboration at scale.  

As their ubiquity increases, algorithms in the scholarly ecosystem are growing increasingly 
complex and opaque: ranging from models that, while theoretically well-defined, remain difficult 
to estimate and interpret (e.g. use of latent-Dirichlet allocation to extract science topics; use of 
network regression models to measure collaboration)85 to the nominally transparent but 
effectively inscrutable (e.g. use of open deep-learning for recommender systems)86 to 
algorithms that are opaque and ever-changing by design (e.g. Google’s systems for relevance 
ranking).87 

The problems posed by the use of such complex algorithms are now becoming recognized in 
the wider public sphere. These problems include violation of human privacy or agency (e.g. 
recommender systems inadvertently revealing purchasing habits to others);88 of biases and 
inequities in outcomes that result from algorithmic design choices (e.g. the poor performance of 
facial recognition algorithm for people of color);89 the potential for algorithmic systems to 
aggregate and amplify human biases (e.g. substantial explicit racialization of Google search ad 
placement resulting from the aggregation of implicit bias in click-through behavior);90 to the 
intentional adversarial manipulation of digital evidence and the creation of false records91 and of 
machine-learning algorithms to game evaluation or actively harm others (e.g. adversarial attacks 
on image detection).92  

Addressing this interrelated set of problems requires advances in multiple fields and at multiple 
levels. The design and evaluation of algorithmic bias, fairness, and manipulability is generally in 
the early stages. Further, in the domain of scholarly information, we have yet to identify the 
necessary properties of algorithms that are required to protect individual agency, facilitate 
collaboration, facilitate the identification of new biases, prevent gaming, and preserve 
trustworthiness—nor have we identified the fundamental constraints on and tradeoffs among 
these goals. For those few properties that have been identified as desirable, such as individual 
information privacy, we have limited understanding of how to successfully design and deploy 
algorithmic systems that satisfy these properties.93 Even for those algorithms that are commonly 
in use, we have little systematic empirical evidence on their quality, manipulability, and biases.  
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4.4 Research Challenge: Integrating Oral and Tacit Knowledge into the Scholarly           

Knowledge Ecosystem 

Participation in the collective knowledge of science and scholarship is currently limited to a 
small minority (as discussed in section 2, above). In part, this is because scholarly 
communication and reputation are primarily transmitted and promoted through the publication of 
journal articles and books. In many societies, cultural, historical, and practical knowledge is not 
written. Knowledge that derives from or pertains to indigenous, traditional, and local 
communities is often transmitted and preserved through oral histories and oral traditions.  
Even within our current system of science, there is evidence that critical parts of the knowledge 
needed to conduct scholarly inquiry (e.g. how to perform experimental bench methods);94 and to 
have a successful career as a scholar is tacit—resistant to transmission in textual form. Within 
scholarly communities, this is often transmitted orally and experientially through collaboration 
and mentoring relationships—even where such knowledge could be adequately documented. 
This can have a substantial impact on both the reliability of scientific results95 and disparities in 
the diversity of the academy.96  

Neither the methods nor the systems used to represent and manage the scholarly record are 
well-adapted to non-textual knowledge. The result is that most knowledge in tacit or oral form 
remains unexamined and invisible, and is not recognized, curated, or preserved within the 
scholarly community.  

Integrating oral and tacit knowledge into the scholarly knowledge ecosystem raises not only 
methodological and technical challenges, but deep conceptual challenges, as well.97 The 
scholarly conceptualization of information integrity will need to be expanded, along with the 
mechanisms and methods we use to manage authenticity, provenance, durability, and 
versioning. Models of attribution, selection, authority, and trust will need to be extended to both 
these forms of knowledge, and to the communities that produce it. Further, the widespread 
dissemination of oral and tacit knowledge that is embodied in the behavior of individuals raises 
challenges for information agency—and for the mechanisms we use to provide consent for and 
control access to information.  

5 INTEGRATING RESEARCH, PRACTICE, AND 
POLICY 

5.1 The Need for Leadership to Coordinate Research, Policy & Practice Initiatives 

Many of the opportunities for scholarship that are made possible by rapidly advancing 
technologies have yet to be fully realized. There are several reasons for this. As discussed 
above, the social, legal, technical, and organizational systems for disseminating, discovering, 
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reusing, and communicating scholarly information have not kept pace with the technologically 
induced changes in the scholarly knowledge ecosystem. 

Left to the market, the economics of knowledge in digital form creates both network externalities 
and reputation effects that are increasingly exploited by rent-seeking monopolies.98 To avoid this 
market disequilibrium requires that institutions coordinate to manage scholarly knowledge—and 
this requires leadership. Collectively, universities and other institutions must recognize their 
interdependence and organize as a system to create a scholarly knowledge ecosystem that is 
not dominated by current market value. Further, some set of individual organizations must go 
beyond their local interests—and invest effort and reputation into changing the scholarly 
knowledge ecosystem that yield collective benefits.  

At the same time, organizations should not act in isolation. Almost every institution now relies 
for its business, operations, and mission on large amounts of information that go beyond 
institutional boundaries. The amount of information is so great, and the risks so diverse, that no 
single organization can effectively ensure sustainable access to all the information it produces 
and needs.99 At the same time, many institutions value the same pools of information. Together, 
these imply that collaboration is essential—institutional leaders must not only innovate, but 
coordinate. 

Further, while research is needed to guide the design of platforms that are consistent with our 
values; platforms are needed that can be instrumented to evaluate these designs, and 
contribute to our understanding of where we are successfully promoting the objectives we seek. 
It is thus essential that research and practice in this area be in dialogue.  

5.2 Role of Libraries and Archives as Advocates and Collaborators 

Research universities are among the most long-lived of human institutions. University libraries 
and research archives are widely trusted as the permanent stewards of the scholarly record and 
scientific evidence base within these institutions, and libraries and archives have highly refined 
expertise and infrastructures for organization, dissemination, and preservation of knowledge. 
Further, the grand challenges identified above will likely be solved only through a 
cross-disciplinary approach. Libraries are by design interdisciplinary, and in practice trusted as 
honest brokers of knowledge. Finally, the values of libraries and archives are deeply aligned 
with the values of knowledge communities—these organizations constitute themselves as being 
in service to scholarly communities, in contrast with commercial entities, and even in contrast to 
the research universities taken as a whole. As trusted brokers for information, they can 
advocate on behalf of the scholarly community both to the government and to commercial 
information providers and intermediaries, and also as a voice to enlist other change-makers.  

Librarians and archivists as professionals, and libraries and archives, as institutions, can go 
beyond advocacy to contribute and collaborate in the grand challenge research we have 
described in this paper. Further, these organizations can act as direct agents of change. They 
can help to educate the communities that they serve about information ethics, agency, and risks 
—and collaborate on the development of common curricula.100 They can collaborate to develop 
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common open infrastructure,101 and to develop community-based model license agreements 
when engaging commercial infrastructure and services. They can help to make the norms and 
culture of scholarship more inclusive by enabling the development of alternative metrics of 
scholarship102, and by documenting and disseminating the tacit knowledge that is part of the 
successful practice of scholarship—much of which is inaccessible except through direct 
mentoring.103  

5.3 Incorporating Values of Openness, Sustainability, and Equity 
into Scholarly Infrastructure and practice 
With respect to the practice of research, it is worth noting that many fields of scholarship, 
academic associations, professional groups, and societies have issued ethics statements 
involving integrity of the work, confidentiality of the individual, and being mindful of the direct or 
indirect impact that research/work outcome may have on the lives of individuals, groups, or 
societies. Leadership at these professional and academic organizations have the power to align 
“do no harm,” high-level principles with active and impactful policy implementations that set as a 
goal equitable, diverse, inclusive, and socially just outcomes. Universities often work under 
explicit policies and procedures, but defining and implementing such research outcomes 
requires systems in place that intentionally support the advancement of equitable and diverse 
societies worldwide. This remains an important challenge because it means saying no to certain 
funding sources, and adjusting relationships between wealthy and impactful research 
institutions and industries.  

Much of the infrastructure for scholarship is neither owned nor designed by scholars, but has 
been developed by commercial entities for profit—and is controlled by a few large companies.104 
As the practice of research and publishing has accelerated, requiring more integration of 
information across the research lifecycle, this infrastructure has become increasingly complex, 
and increasingly dominated by a small number of commercial entities. Should similar ethical 
principles be applied to infrastructure as to practice? Does commercial dominance in 
infrastructure present risks to achieving the goal of open, sustainable, and equitable 
scholarship? 

As an example of existing tensions, it has been broadly recognized that the profit-driven model 
of social-media companies such as Facebook and Twitter creates strong incentives to collect 
and monetize information about participants in this network—which is in strong tension with 
protecting information privacy.105 Similarly, the reliance of Google on advertisement revenue 
influences both what is indexed, and how relevance is operationalized.106 More generally, 
commercial entities have an incentive toward algorithmic opacity in order to protect their trade 
secrets and competitive advantages.107  

The increasing prevalence of high-profile information breaches108 and the increasing ability to 
re-identify individuals and their characteristics based on aggregated or nominally anonymous 
data109 has led to increasingly widespread support for systems of information discovery and 
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sharing that incorporate respect and protections for individual agency and information privacy 
into their core design. In some cases, values such as openness, sustainability, and equity can 
and should be incorporated deep into the infrastructure of new systems from the beginning. In 
other cases, research is needed to determine whether and how such values could be effectively 
expressed and enacted using existing infrastructure that was created for very different functions 
and with different value propositions than those animating the creation of systems explicitly 
designed to support open, equitable, sustainable scholarship.  

We also must critically examine and document the unintended consequences and uses of 
policies, practices, and infrastructures that have been explicitly developed in support of open 
scholarship. For example: 

● How has the discovery and hosting of open-access content on proprietary infrastructure 
(e.g. SSRN, bepress, Google Scholar) created or mitigated barriers to accessing that 
content and affected long-term sustainability and durability of information? 

● What creates incentives for stakeholders to use open software, interoperable standards, 
and APIs—particularly when hosting open access content? 

● How can methods be used to design and refine open infrastructure to support reuse, 
extension, and adoption at the local level—while being able to function at the continually 
growing scale of global research output? 

 
Addressing these questions requires integrating research with practice and infrastructure 
development. Research is needed to guide the design of platforms that are consistent with our 
values. Platforms are needed that can be instrumented to evaluate these designs, and to 
contribute to our understanding of where we are successfully promoting the objectives we seek. 
To be successful at a global scale, valuation of practice should go beyond case studies in their 
approach, and include replicable methods to support systematic inference, such as 
randomization and pre- and post-evaluation. 

5.4 Funders, Catalysts and Coordinators 

A number of organizations currently fund, coordinate, or catalyze advances in research, 
infrastructure, and practice, which enables open, inclusive, and durable scholarship. The US 
federal agencies Institute of Museum and Library Services and the National Endowment for the 
Humanities; the European Research Council; and The Andrew W. Mellon and Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundations all have long track records of supporting research, practice, and infrastructure in 
these areas. A number of other funders—including Wellcome Trust, National Science 
Foundation, National Institutes for Health, Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, The Whiting Foundation, 
Gates Foundation, Helmsley Foundation, Open Society Foundation, and the Gordon and Betty 
Moore Foundation—have supported more limited initiatives related to these areas and primarily 
centering on open and reproducible research. This good work notwithstanding, we argue that 
the problems and challenges described in this report merit recognition by the entire spectrum of 
funders engaged directly or indirectly in supporting research and scholarship.  
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Finally, success in advancing these areas will rely on organizations to coordinate collaborative 
approaches to research, practice, and infrastructure–which are often intertwined. Coordination 
is difficult because it often has the characteristics of a public good—providing more benefits to 
the research community, as a whole, than to the coordinating institution (indeed, many 
coordinating organizations invest more than they expect to receive directly). Despite this 
structural challenge, organizations like the Council on Library and Information Research, the 
Digital Library Federation, the National Digital Stewardship Alliance, Research Data Alliance, 
the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition and CODATA  have been 
successful in coordinating standards development and educational initiatives.110 Organizations 
such as Duraspace, the Dataverse Community, Digital Preservation Network, and the Center for 
Open Science111 have played vital roles in coordinating the development and support of the vital 
research infrastructure that supports open scholarship.  

Organizations such as the Coalition for Networked Information, Association of Research 
Libraries, and the National Academies (primarily through the Board on Research Data and 
Information)—joined more recently by organizations such as Force11 and Sage 
Bionetworks—have established themselves as catalysts for open scholarship. They play a vital 
role in disseminating information on initiatives and research, convening experts, and engaging 
in advocacy. Over the last decade, organizations such as the National Digital Stewardship 
Alliance, The Long Now Foundation, and the Digital Preservation Coalition112 have played a 
similar catalytic role for the issue of information durability. Only recently have organizations 
focused on equitable and inclusive knowledge, such as Whose Knowledge?,113 and have been 
recognized in the scholarly community.  

Progress towards a more open, equitable, trustworthy, and durable scholarly ecosystem 
requires that more institutions take catalyzing and coordinating roles in addressing the 
challenges and exploring the research areas described in section three. Further, existing 
organizations can help greatly by recognizing in their programs the interrelationship between 
openness, impact, trustworthiness, durability, and inclusivity in research and scholarship. 

5.5 Recommendations for Integrating Research, Practice, and Policy 

Summarizing the discussion of the connection across research, policy, and practice above, we 
make the following recommendations:  

● Recommendation 5-A: We recommend that individual research institutions take public 
responsibility for leading and coordinating inclusive efforts to address the barriers to 
more equitable and inclusive systems of scholarship.  

● Recommendation 5-B: We recommend that research libraries and archives promote a 
vision of inclusive and equitable scholarship within their institutions; that they engage in 
work on legislation and public policy; and that they enlist others in the scholarly 
community as change-makers.  
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● Recommendation 5-C: We recommend that those engaged in developing platforms and 
communities of practices actively seek new voices and participation in their design and 
use. 

● Recommendation 5-D: We recommend that those engaged in research, practice, and 
advocacy in the area of open and inclusive scholarship should collaborate to develop 
platforms and interventions that can contribute to our understanding of what is most 
effective—both directly, and in advancing the broad goals of inclusion, openness, equity, 
and sustainability. Evaluation of practice should go beyond case studies in their 
approach, and include replicable methods to support systematic inference.  

● Recommendation 5-E: We recommend that stakeholders give priority to resourcing 
programs that rigorously integrate research and practice, particularly those that 
systematically contribute to the overall cumulative evidence base for inclusive, equitable, 
and credible scholarship. 
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